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COMPARISON OF PREDICTED AND MEASURED LOW-SPEED PERFORMANCE

OF TWO 51-CENTIMETER-DIAMETER INLETS AT INCIDENCE ANGLE

by James A. Albers

Lewis Research Center

SUMMARY

This report presents a comparison of theoretical and experimental internal flow
characteristics of two 51-centimeter-diameter inlets. Theoretical flow characteristics
along the inlet surface were obtained from an axisymmetric potential flow and boundary
layer analysis. The experimental data were obtained from low-speed tests of a high-
bypass-ratio turbofan engine simulator. Comparisons between calculated internal sur-
face pressure distributions and experimental data are presented for a free-stream velo-
city of 45 m/sec and for a range of incidence angles from 0° to 50°. Analysis of boun-
dary layer separation on the inlet lip at incidence angle is the major emphasis of this
report. Theoretical boundary layer shape factors, skin friction coefficients, and velo-
city profiles in the boundary layer are presented, along with the location of the transi-
tion region. Theoretical and experimental separation locations are also discussed.

Theoretical and experimental static pressures agreed quite well when the inlet
flow was attached. Some of the discrepancy between theory and data near the inlet high-
light can be explained by the hypothesis of a separation bubble at the inlet lip. Within
the limits of the available experimental data and the criteria for establishing experimen-
tal separation, reasonable agreement was obtained between the experimental and theo-
retical location for lip separation.

INTRODUCTION

Accurate methods for estimating surface pressure distributions and boundary lay-
er characteristics are needed for detailed design studies of nacelles and inlets for tur-
bofan engines. These methods should be verified by making comparisons with existing
experimental data. A comparison between theoretical internal surface static pressure
distributions and experimental data for a 13.97-centimeter-diameter inlet is discussed
in reference 1. Good agreement between data and theory was found for conditions where
the flow was generally well behaved (i. e., attached along the inlet surface). However,



the boundary layer analysis of reference 1 considered an assumed transition location and
turbulent boundary layer growth. These calculations did not predict the separation loca-
tion on the inlet lip. This report utilizes the potential flow analysis of reference 1. How-
ever, it improves the boundary layer analysis by calculating the laminar boundary layer
growth and the growth in the transition region from laminar to turbulent flow, as well as
the turbulent boundary layer growth.

This report presents a comparison of theoretical and experimental internal flow
characteristics of two 51-centimeter-diameter inlets. One inlet had a 1.26-contraction-
ratio (highlight area/throat area) inlet lip and the other inlet had a 1. 35-contraction-ratio
lip. The experimental data were obtained from low-speed tests of a high-bypass-ratio
turbofan engine simulator with the two inlets. Comparisons between internal surface
pressure distributions and experimental data are presented for a free-stream velocity
of 45 m/sec and for a range of incidence angles from 0° to 50 . Comparisons are made2
for corrected weight flow per unit fan annular areas of 163 and 197 kg/(sec)(m ), which
occur at fan rotational speeds of 90 and 120 percent of design. For the two inlets, these
conditions correspond to one-dimensional throat Mach numbers ranging from 0. 48 to
0.70.

Analysis of boundary layer separation on the inlet lip is the major emphasis of this
report. Theoretical boundary layer shape factors, skin friction coefficients, and velo-
city profiles in the boundary layer are presented, along with the location of the transi-
tion region. Theoretical and experimental separation locations are compared.

APPARATUS

Turbofan Engine Simulator

A high-bypass-ratio turbofan engine simulator was tested with two inlets in the
Lewis Research Center's 9- by 15-Foot V/STOL Propulsion Wind Tunnel. The model
is shown in figure 1. The model has a 50. 8-centimeter-diameter single-stage fan driven
by a four-stage axial-flow turbine supplied with high-pressure air. The fan has a 1.15
pressure ratio and a 0.4 hub- to tip-diameter ratio.

Inlet Designs

The two inlet configurations considered in this report are shown in figures 2 and 3.
Both inlets have the same highlight diameter and maximum diameter of 51. 06 and
54.62 centimeters, respectively. The external forebody geometries were NACA-1 series
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contours (ref. 2), and the internal lip contours were 2-to-l ellipses. Reference 3 indi-
cates that an internal ellipse with a major- to minor-axis ratio of 2.0 was nearly opti-
mum for the contraction ratios considered in this report. The inlet diffusers were de-
signed so the maximum surface angle did not exceed 10°. The diffuser exit Mach num-
ber was 0.6 at a fan rotational speed of 100 percent of design, corresponding to a cor-

ft

rected weight flow per unit fan annular area of 176 kg/(sec) ( m ) .
The difference in the internal lip geometries is in the lip contraction ratio (i. e.,

highlight area/throat area). One inlet has a 1. 35 contraction ratio (fig. 2) and the other
has a 1.26 contraction ratio (fig. 3). The 1. 35-contraction-ratio inlet has an overall
length of 36 centimeters, while the 1.26-contraction-ratio inlet has a length of 28.16
centimeters. The cowl and spinner coordinates are given in figures 2 and 3.

METHOD OF ANALYSIS

Computer Programs

The inlet potential and viscous flows were obtained by use of four computer pro-
grams (fig. 4). The first program, SCIRCL (ref. 4), establishes the coordinates and
point spacing on the inlet surfaces. The second program, EOD, is the Douglas axisym-
metric incompressible potential flow program. The method is discussed in detail in
reference 5. The program EOD is used to obtain three basic solutions for flow around
inlets. These solutions are used as the input to a third computer program, called
COMBYN. The method of this program is described in detail in reference 6. It com-
bines the basic solutions to obtain a solution for any combination of free-stream velo-
city, inlet incidence angle, and mass flow rate through the inlet. The program COMBYN
also corrects the incompressible potential flow solution for compressibility by the me-
thod described in reference 7. The surface Mach number distributions obtained from
the program COMBYN are used as an input to the fourth program, VISCUS, which cal-
culates the boundary layer growth and separation point (if any) on the inlet surface.
The program VISCUS is a modified version of the Herring and Mellor program (ref. 8),
which calculates the laminar and turbulent boundary layer development in compressible
flow. However, in reference 8, the location of the transition point was a program input.
(In ref. 1, the transition point was assumed to take place at the point of minimum pres-
sure on the surface of the inlet.) In this report, the transition region was determined
by the empirical correlations of reference 9.



Boundary Layer Characteristics

Transition. - Theoretical investigations into the process of transition from lami-
nar to turbulent flow are based on Reynolds' hypothesis that transition occurs as a con-
sequence of an instability developed within the laminar boundary layer. The transition
region is defined as the region between the instability point (or critical point) and the
fully turbulent point. The instability point is the point on the surface at which amplifica-
tion of some individual disturbances begin and proceed downstream. The boundary layer .
becomes fully turbulent some distance downstream of the instability point since the dis-
turbance takes time to amplify to fully developed turbulent flow.

The physical factors which influence the transition location that have been accounted
for in this analysis include pressure gradient, surface roughness, free-stream turbu-
lence level, and longitudinal curvature. The point of instability is determined from the
critical Reynolds number R , which is a function of the pressure gradient parameter K.

Rcr - f(K) (1)

where

K _ 02 dU
IS. — ——

vvf ds

(All symbols are defined in the appendix.)
The difference between the Reynolds number at the fully turbulent point R^. and the

critical Reynolds number R,,,, is ajunction of both the pressure gradient parameter and
9 9

the free-stream turbulence level q /U , where

Rft - Rcr = R^)f(a_j (2)

If the effect of longitudinal curvature 0/r and surface roughness S /6 are included, the
Inr

Reynolds number at the fully turbulent point becomes

"2
Rft = R IK) + RA(K) f fa.^crvrv ^A

UJ2j
(3)

All the functional relationships of equations (1) and (3) were obtained from reference
9. For this investigation the inlet surface was taken as smooth ( S / 6 = 0), and the
turbulence intensity was assumed to be 0. 9 percent. The wind tunnel turbulence level
was obtained from reference 10.



The effective viscosity in the transition region is determined from the kinematic
viscosity v, the intermittency factor y, and the turbulent viscosity v, .

= v + yvi (4)

The intermittency factor is defined as that fraction of time during which the flow at a
given position remains turbulent. It was calculated from the method of reference 11.

Separation. - It is important that the development of the laminar and turbulent
boundary layer be accurately determined to ascertain whether the boundary layer would
separate and, if so, at what point on the inlet surface. The point of separation is defined
as the point where the wall shear stress is equal to zero, that is,

w

Zero wall shear stress gives zero skin friction coefficient, which is defined as

Another condition of the point of separation is a large increase in shape factor as
the separation point is approached. The shape factor H is defined as the ratio of dis-
placement thickness to momentum thickness. It is desirable to minimize the value of
the shape factor and unfavorable (increasing) local shape factor gradients. The flatter the
distribution of the shape factor along the inlet surface, the less likelihood of obtaining
boundary layer separation. In the integral methods of Cohen and Reshotko (ref . 12) and
Evans (ref. 13), laminar separation theoretically takes place when the shape factor H
reaches a value of 4.03. In integral methods, turbulent separation of the flow theoreti-
cally occurs when H reaches a value between 1. 8 and 2.4 (ref. 14). However, for finite
difference methods, such as the one used in this investigation, the separation point could
correspond to different values of H than the values indicated by the integral methods.
The values of H near separation are established herein as typical examples of separated
flow are discussed.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Experimental surface static pressure distributions are compared with potential
flow pressure distributions first for the 1. 35-contraction-ratio inlet, for which the flow
is attached for the greater range of test conditions, and then for the 1.26-contraction-



ratio inlet. The effects of both circumferential angle and incidence angle on internal sur-
face pressure distributions are illustrated, followed by a discussion of the boundary lay-
er characteristics for attached and separated flow cases.

Potential Flow Pressure Distributions

Effect of circumferential angle. - The effect of circumferential angle on the sur-
face static pressure distribution is presented in figure 5 for a free-stream velocity of
45 m/sec and an incidence angle of 30°. The throat corrected specific weight flow,

o
w /AF =163 kg/(sec)(m ), occurs at a fan rotational speed of 90 percent of de-
sign. These conditions correspond to one-dimensional throat Mach numbers of 0. 48 for
the 1.26-contraction-ratio inlet and 0. 51 for the 1. 35-contraction-ratio inlet. The pres-
sure distributions are presented from the inlet highlight (X/L = 0) to the diffuser exit
(X/L = 1.0). The circumferential variation in static pressure is greatest at the inlet
highlight (X/L = 0) and decreases with increasing X/L. The lowest static pressures
occur at a circumferential angle of 0°. Larger surface Mach numbers, at a circumfer-
ential angle of 0°, were obtained for the 1.26-contraction-ratio inlet (fig. 5(b)) than for
the 1. 35-contraction-ratio inlet (fig. 5(a)). The experimental static pressures generally
compare well with the theoretical pressures for all circumferential angles. This agree-
ment indicates attached flow along the inlet surface for both inlet configurations for in-
cidence angles to 30°. The slight differences between data and theory in the aft portion
of the diffuser (X/L > 0.6) can be attributed to the neglect of the boundary layer displace-
ment thickness in the potential flow solution, as is shown in reference 1. Good agree-
ment over the entire length of the diffuser was obtained in reference 1 when the boundary
layer displacement thickness was accounted for.

All remaining comparisons will be made at a circumferential angle of 0° since the
maximum surface Mach numbers occur and flow separation begins at this location.

Effect of incidence angle. - The effect of incidence angle is illustrated in figure 6
for the 1. 35-contraction-ratio inlet at corrected flow rate to fan annular area ratios
(w /A-p) of 163 and 197 kg/(sec)(m ) and for incidence angles ranging from 0° to 50°.
Surface static pressures are presented from the stagnation point (X/L < 0) to the diffuser
exit (X/L = 1.0). (At a free-stream velocity of 45 m/sec the stagnation point occurs on
the external surface, which is shown as a negative value of X/L.)

Good agreement between data and theory is obtained at an incidence angle of 0°
(fig. 6(a)). However, as incidence angle increases, the experimental static pressures
in the region of the inlet lip (0 < X/L < 0.1) are higher than the predicted pressures.
At an incidence angle of 10° (fig. 6(b)) the experimental static pressure increases im-
mediately downstream of the inlet highlight and then decreases as the inlet throat loca-
tion is approached. At an incidence angle of 20° (fig. 6(c)), this same characteristic is



observed, with the deviation between data and theory getting progressively larger at the
higher incidence singles. This result is most evident for incidence angles of 30° and 40°

n

(figs. 6(d) and (e)) at a corrected weight flow to fan annular area ratio of 197 kg/(sec)(m ).
For X/L greater than 0. 1, relatively good agreement is obtained between data and theory.
This result can be attributed to a small region of separation on the inlet lip, followed by
reattachment of the boundary layer. The separation bubble gets progressively bigger as
incidence angle is increased from 10° to 40° but disappears at an incidence angle of 50°
for a corrected flow rate to fan annular area ratio of 197 kg/(sec)(m ) (fig. 6(f)).

Good agreement between data and theory is obtained even for local Mach numbers to
2. 0. However, for an incidence angle of 50° and a corrected flow rate to fan annular2
area ratio of 163 kg/(sec)(m ) (fig. 6(f)), the experimental static pressures are much
higher than predicted on the inlet lip (0 < X/L < 0. 2) and much lower than predicted in
the inlet diffuser. This discrepancy between data and theory is interpreted to mean that
a separated flow originates on the inlet lip and extends down the length of the diffuser.
For a separated flow condition the static pressures are relatively flat from inlet highlight
to diffuser exit. By using this as a criterion for experimental lip separation, the location
of separation is determined as shown in figure 6(f).

The effect of incidence angle on the 1. 26-contraction-ratio inlet is illustrated in fig-
ure 7. Similarly, good comparisons with data and theory were obtained for this inlet
configuration for incidence angles from 0° to 30° (figs. 6(a) to (d)).

Some evidence of a small separation bubble followed by reattachment near the inlet
highlight is illustrated at an incidence angle of 30° (fig. 7(d)). At an incidence angle of
40° and 50° (figs. 7(e) and (f)), the experimental static pressures are relatively flat from
inlet highlight to diffuser exit. The theoretical potential flow static pressures predict a
large adverse gradient in the inlet throat. Examination of the experimental and theoreti-
cal pressure distributions indicates separation very near the inlet highlight for corrected

9
flow rate to fan annular area ratios of 163 and 197 kg/(sec)(m ).

In summary, figures 6 and 7 indicate that theory and experimental data agree quite
well when the inlet flow is attached and if one hypothesizes a separation bubble at the in-
let lip to account for some of the disagreements between theory and data near the inlet
highlight. Inlet separation as a function of incidence angle is readily identifiable from
the changes in static pressure distribution when separation occurs.

The following section uses the theoretically predicted surface Mach numbers and a
boundary layer analyses to predict the inlet separation.

Boundary Layer Characteristics

Typical theoretical Mach number distributions and boundary layer parameters are
plotted against the fractional distance from the stagnation point to the diffuser exit



s/s „„ in figure 8 for the 1. 26-contraction-ratio inlet. The boundary layer parametersmax
presented are the shape factor H, the skin friction coefficient Cf, and the boundary layer
velocity profiles. Also shown, were applicable, is the predicted location of the transi-
tion region, along with the theoretical and experimental separation location. Calculated
results are presented at a free-stream velocity of 45 m/sec and one-dimensional throat
Mach numbers of 0. 48 and 0. 64. Calculations are made for incidence angles ranging
from 0° to 50°.

Inlet contractionj-atio, 1.26; throat Mach number, 0.48. - At an incidence angle
of 0° (fig. 8(a)) the surface Mach number gradients are relatively mild, with a peak Mach
number of 0. 7. The transition region occurs downstream of the inlet highlight (X/L = 0).
The transition region is defined as the distance between the instability point and the fully
turbulent point. The instability point occurs very near the peak Mach number location
for all conditions investigated. The peak Mach number occurs very near the inlet high-
light for incidence angles of 20° and greater. At an incidence angle of 30° (fig. 8(b)) the
adverse Mach number gradient is larger, with a peak Mach number of 1. 36. This results
in the fully turbulent point moving closer to the instability point as incidence angle in-
creases. Examination of figures 8(a) to (d) indicates that the higher the Mach number
level on the inlet surface, the closer the transition region moves toward the inlet high-
light.

For all incidence angles the value of the laminar shape factor H is 2.2 at the stagna-
tion point (s/s^,,-., = 0) and increases as the transition region is approached. At an inci-
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dence angle of 0 (fig. 8(a)), H increases to 2. 85 downstream of the instability point and
then decreases to a value of approximately 1. 7 at the fully turbulent point. The shape
factor remains relatively constant along the diffuser surface. At an incidence angle of
30° (fig. 8(b)), H reaches a value of 3. 95 just downstream of the instability point and then
decreases to a value of 2.05 at the fully turbulent point. This is followed by a relatively
constant value of H along the diffuser, except for an increase near s/s^,ov of 0. 85. Ex-

f nicix
animation of figures 8(c) and (d) indicates that, as incidence angle is increased, both the
level and gradient of the shape factor increase in both the laminar and turbulent regions
of the boundary layer.

The skin friction coefficient decreases sharply in the laminar portion of the flow in
the region of the large unfavorable Mach number gradient immediately downstream of the
inlet highlight. In the turbulent portion of the flow, there is a more gradual decrease in
the skin friction coefficient along the inlet surface (figs. 8(a) to (c)). Zero skin friction
coefficient was not obtained for incidence angles of 0° and 30° (figs. 8(a) and (b)), indi-
cating attached flow for these conditions.

The velocity profiles in the boundary layer at various locations along the surface
are also illustrated in figure 8. The profiles shown downstream of the stagnation point
are typical laminar and turbulent profiles. For attached flow (figs. 8(a) and (b)), the
predominant change in the velocity profiles along the inlet surface is the change associated
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with the change from laminar to turbulent boundary layer. For separated and very nearly
separated flows (figs. 8(c) and (d)), there is a much greater change in the velocity pro-
files, as would be expected.

For incidence angles of 40° and 50° (figs. 8(c) and (d)), the experimental and theo-
retical separation locations are illustrated. The experimental separation locations were
obtained by examination of the static pressure distributions of figures 7(e) and (f). The
theoretical separation locations were determined from the location at which the skin
friction coefficient was approximately zero (0.00005 or less). The experimental separa-
tion locations in figures 8(c) and (d) occur very near the inlet highlight. For an inci-
dence angle of 40° (fig. 8(c)), the theoretical separation location occurs downstream of
the inlet highlight at an s/s_,__ of 0. 72. However, theoretical separation is almost ob-

UlclX

tained near the inlet highlight, where a skin friction coefficient of 0.0002 is obtained
with a corresponding shape factor of 4. 6. Thus, the maximum value of the shape factor
that was observed without having lip separation is approximately 4.6. At an incidence
angle of 50° (fig. 8(d)), the separation occurs ahead of the fully turbulent point, indica-
ting laminar separation on the inlet lip. The theoretical shape factor at the separation
point is 5. 25.

Inlet contraction ratio, 1.26; throat Mach number, 0.64. - The boundary layer
parameters for the 1.26-contraction-ratio inlet with the one-dimensional throat Mach
number of 0.64 are presented in figure 9. These curves result in much higher Mach
number levels and gradients than the curves illustrated for the 1.26-contraction-ratio
inlet with the one-dimensional throat Mach number of 0.48 in figure 8. At an incidence
angle of 20° (fig. 9(a)), the peak Mach number is 1. 5, with a relatively large adverse
Mach number gradient. Since no separation is obtained, the boundary layer parameters
are very similar to the attached flow cases of figure 8. The laminar shape factor on the
inlet lip reaches a peak value of 4.03 at the inlet highlight, with a corresponding skin
friction coefficient of 0.001.

At an incidence angle of 30° (fig. 9(b)), the peak Mach number is 2.0, followed by
a large adverse Mach number gradient. The theoretical analysis predicted laminar lip
separation near the inlet highlight (fig. 9(b)). However, no separation was evident ex-
perimentally. Examination of static pressure data of figure 7(d) indicates a separation
bubble near the inlet highlight, followed by reattachment of the boundary layer. Because
of the complexity of predicting reattachment of the boundary layer, the reattachment
phenomenon was not considered in this analysis.

At incidence angles of 40 and 50 (figs. 9(c) and (d)), both theoretical and experi-
mental separation locations occur very near the inlet highlight. The velocity profiles
represented in figures 9(c) and (d) are representative of laminar separation profiles.

Inlet contraction ratio, 1. 35. - Theoretical Mach number distributions and boun-
dary layer parameters for the 1. 35-contraction-ratio inlet are presented in figure 10.
At an incidence angle of 40°, lip separation was not observed experimentally for one-



dimensional throat Mach numbers of 0. 51 and 0. 70 (figs. 10(a) and (b)). However, theo-
retical diffuser separation was predicted at an s/s of approximately 0. 75. Examina-max
tion of the static pressure distributions of figures 6(d) and (e) indicates generally at-
tached flow along the inlet surfaces. However, the increase in spread between the exper-
imental static pressures and theory in the diffuser from 30° to 40 incidence angle in-
dicates the possibility of diffuser separation near an s/s^ov of 0. 8.max

At an incidence angle of 50 with a one-dimensional throat Mach number of 0. 51
(fig. 10(c)), theoretical separation was almost obtained near the inlet highlight, where a
skin friction coefficient of 0.0006 was predicted. Examination of the pressure distribu-
tions of figure 6(f) shows lip separation near the inlet highlight for a one-dimensional
throat Mach number of 0. 51. Lip separation was also predicted at a one-dimensional
throat Mach number of 0. 70 (fig. 10(d)). Examination of the pressure distribution of
figure 6(f) for a throat Mach number of 0. 70 does not clearly indicate lip separation.

Separation summary. - A summary of the comparison of the experimental and
theoretical lip separation results for both inlets is illustrated in figures 11 and 12. The
figures show the incidence angle range where attached flow and lip separation occur the-
oretically and experimentally. Since the experimental data were taken in 10-degree in-
crements, the exact incidence angle where lip separation occurs could not be determined.
The theoretical calculations were made over a smaller range of incidence angles.

For the 1.26-contraction-ratio inlet (fig. 11), attached flow was obtained experi-
mentally to an incidence angle of 30°. Lip separation was obtained experimentally for
incidence angles of 40° and above. These results apply for a one-dimensional throat >,
Mach number of 0.48 (fig. ll(a)) and for a one-dimensional throat Mach number of 0. 64
(fig. ll(b)). For a one-dimensional throat Mach number of 0.48 (fig. ll(a)), lip separa-
tion was obtained theoretically at an incidence angle of 41° and above. For a one-
dimensional throat Mach number of 0.64 (fig. ll(b)), lip separation was obtained theo-
retically at an incidence angle of 29° and above.

For the 1. 35-contraction-ratio inlet, attached flow was obtained experimentally at
incidence angles to 40° at a one-dimensional throat Mach number of 0. 51 (fig. 12(a)), and
to 50° at a one-dimensional throat Mach number of 0. 70 (fig. 12(b)). Attached flow was
obtained theoretically at incidence angles to 50° at a one-dimensional throat Mach num-
ber of 0. 51 (fig. 12(a)) and to 44° at a one-dimensional throat Mach number of 0. 70
(fig. 12 (b)).

Because of the 10-degree increments in which data were taken, the correspondence
between the experimental and theoretical separation angle could range between ±1° to
±11°.
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS

The predicted and measured low-speed performances of two inlets were compared.
One inlet had a 1. 35-contraction-ratio (highlight area/throat area) inlet lip and the other
inlet had a 1. 26-contraction-ratio inlet lip. Theoretical flow characteristics along the
inlet surface were obtained from an axisymmetric potential flow and boundary layer an-
alysis. Internal surface static pressure distributions were compared at a free-stream
velocity of 45 m/sec and a range of incidence angles from 0° to 50°, with an average
throat Mach number ranging from 0.48 to 0. 70. Theoretical boundary layer shape fac-
tors, skin friction coefficients, boundary layer velocity profiles, location of the transi-
tion region, and experimental and theoretical separation locations were presented. The
principal results of this study are as follows:

1. Theoretical and experimental static pressures agreed quite well when the inlet
flow was attached. Some of the discrepancy between theory and data near the inlet high-
light can be explained by the hypothesis of a separation bubble at the inlet lip. Good
agreement between data and theory was obtained for local Mach numbers on the inlet lip
as high as 2.0.

2. Inlet lip separation as a function of incidence angle was readily identifiable
from the changes in static pressure distribution when separation occurred. For lip
separation, the experimental static pressures were relatively flat from inlet highlight
to diffuser exit, while the theoretical pressure distributions predicted large adverse
pressure gradients on the lip surface.

3. The inlet flow remained attached for both inlets for incidence angles to 30°.
For the 1. 35-contraction-ratio inlet, the flow remained attached for all conditions ex-
cept an incidence angle of 50 with a one-dimensional throat Mach number of 0. 51.
For the 1. 26-contraction-ratio inlet the flow separated near the inlet highlight at incidence
angles of 40° and 50° for all throat Mach numbers investigated.

4. The transition region is the distance between the instability point and the fully
turbulent point. The calculated instability point occurred very near the maximum Mach
number location for all conditions investigated. The calculated fully turbulent point
moved closer to the instability point as incidence angle increased. The maximum Mach
number occurred very near the inlet highlight for incidence angles of 20° and greater.

5. As incidence angle increased, both the level and gradient in the shape factor
increased in both the laminar and turbulent regions of the boundary layer. The value of
the laminar shape factor before lip separation occurred ranged from 4. 0 to 4.6. The
flatter the distribution of the shape factor 6 /9 along the inlet surface, the less likeli-
hood of obtaining boundary layer separation.

11



6. Within the limits of the available experimental data and the criteria for estab-
lishing experimental separation, reasonable agreement was obtained between the experi-
mental and theoretical locations for lip separation.

Lewis Research Center,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Cleveland, Ohio, August 7, 1973,
501-24.
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APPENDIX - SYMBOLS

area

inlet contraction ratio

Cf skin friction coefficient

D diameter

H shape factor, 6 /d

K pressure gradient parameter

L distance from inlet highlight to diffuser exit (fig. 2)

M Mach number

M one -dimensional Mach number at throat plane

N fan rotational speed

R Reynolds number

r longitudinal curvature

P total pressure

p static pressure
(\ n

q /U turbulence intensity

5 characteristics of roughness elements

s local surface distance from stagnation point

U velocity at outer edge of boundary layer (potential flow velocity)

u velocity in boundary layer

X distance from inlet highlight (fig. 2)

Y distance from inlet axis (fig. 2)

y coordinate normal to surface

w weight flow rate

a incidence angle

y intermittency factor

6 boundary layer thickness

6 displacement thickness

0 momentum thickness

13



ju molecular viscosity

v kinematic viscosity

p density

T local shear stress

i// circumferential angle around inlet

Subscripts:

cor corrected

cr critical point

e effective

F fan annulus

ft fully turbulent point

max maximum

T throat

t turbulent

w wall

A fully turbulent point minus critical point

00 free stream

1 highlight
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Figure 2. - Details of cowl and spinner design for inlet contraction ratio A,/AT of 1.35 (Dimen-
sions are in centimeters. I
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Figure 3..-Details of cowl and spinner design for inlet contraction ratio Ai /A j of 1.26. (Dimen-
sions are in centimeters.)

Program SCIRCL

Generates points on body about which
potential flow solution is desired

Program EOD

Computes axisymmetric incompressible
potential flow for basic solutions

Program COMBYN

Combines basic EOD solutions and
corrects incompressible flow solution
for compressibility

Program VISCUS

Finite difference solution of compressible
laminar and turbulent boundary layers
with transition

Figure 4. - Schematic representation of computer programs.
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(a) Inlet contraction ratio, Aj/Ay, 1.35; one-dimensional throat Mach
number, M, 0.51.
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(b) Inlet contraction ratio,
number, M, 0.48.

, 1.26; one-dimensional throat Mach

Figure 5. - Potential flow surface static pressure distributions for various
circumferential angles. Free-stream velocity, 45 m/sec; incidence angle,
30°; ratio of corrected flow rate to annular area, 163 kg/(sec)(m2); fan
speed, 90 percent of design.
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figure 6. - Effect of incidence angle on potential flow surface static pressure distribution
for 1.35-contraction-ratio inlet. Free-stream velocity 45m/sec ; circumferential angle,
if. 0°.
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Figure 6.- Continued.
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Figure 6. - Concluded.
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Figure 7. - Effect of incidence angle on potential flow surface static pressure distribution
for 1.26-contraction-ratio inlet. Free-stream velocity, 45m/sec; circumferential angle,
Y, 0°.
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(a) Incidence angle, 0°; no experimental separation.

Figure 8. - Theoretical Mach number distributions and boundary layer parameters for 1. 26-
contraction-ratio inlet, free-stream velocity of 45 m/sec, circumferential angle of 0°, and
one-dimensional Mach number of 0.48.
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Figure 9. - Theoretical Mach number distributions and boundary layer parameters for 1.26-
contraction-ratio inlet, free-stream velocity of 45 m/sec, circumferential angle of 0°, and
one-dimensional Mach number of 0.64.
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Figure 10. - Theoretical Mach number distributions and boundary layer parameters for 1.35-
contraction-ratio inlet, free-stream velocity of 45 m/sec, and circumferential angle of 0°
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